Introduction: Inclined walking while carrying a loaded backpack induces fatigue, which may destabilize gait and lead to injury. Stochastic resonance (SR) technology has been used to stabilize spatiotemporal gait characteristics of elderly individuals but has not been tested on healthy recreational athletes. Herein, we determined if sustained vigorous walking on an inclined surface while carrying a load destabilizes gait and if SR has a further effect. Methods: Participants were fitted with a backpack weighing 30% of their body weight and asked to walk at a constant self-selected pace while their feet were tracked using an optical motion capture system. Their shoes were fitted with SR insoles that were set at 90% of the participant_s sensory threshold. The treadmill incline was increased every 5 min until volitional exhaustion after which the treadmill was returned to a level grade. SR stimulation was turned ON and OFF in a pairwise random fashion throughout the protocol. Spatiotemporal gait characteristics were calculated when SR was ON and OFF for the BASELINE period, the MAX perceived exertion period, and the POST period. Results: Vigorous activity increases variability in the rhythmic stepping (stride time and stride length) and balance control (double support time and stride width) mechanisms of gait. Overall, SR increased stride width variability by 9% before, during, and after a fatiguing exercise. Conclusion: The increased stride time and stride length variability may compromise the stability of gait during and after vigorous walking. However, participants may compensate by increasing double support time and stride width variability to maintain their stability under these adverse conditions. Furthermore, applying SR resulted in an additional increase of stride width variability and may potentially improve balance before, during, and after adverse walking conditions. Key Words: LOAD CARRIAGE, FATIGUE, STOCHASTIC RESONANCE, SOMATOSENSORY SYSTEM, PROPRIOCEPTION, VARIABILITY, SENSATION R ecreational hiking has gained popularity in the United States, with an estimated 73 million Americans hiking each year (6,45). Similar to soldiers, recreational hikers commonly walk vigorously on various terrains and inclines while carrying a loaded backpack ranging in mass from 10% to 60% body weight (BW) (10,45). This vigorous activity causes fatigue, which may have combined effects on gait stability and biomechanics that increase the risk for acute injury. Although no studies have investigated the combined effect of inclined walking, backpack load carriage, and/or fatigue on gait, there is evidence that each of these factors has an isolated effect on the kinematics, kinetics, and/or spatiotemporal gait characteristics of walking.
R ecreational hiking has gained popularity in the United States, with an estimated 73 million Americans hiking each year (6, 45) . Similar to soldiers, recreational hikers commonly walk vigorously on various terrains and inclines while carrying a loaded backpack ranging in mass from 10% to 60% body weight (BW) (10, 45) . This vigorous activity causes fatigue, which may have combined effects on gait stability and biomechanics that increase the risk for acute injury. Although no studies have investigated the combined effect of inclined walking, backpack load carriage, and/or fatigue on gait, there is evidence that each of these factors has an isolated effect on the kinematics, kinetics, and/or spatiotemporal gait characteristics of walking.
Gabell and Nayak (13) separate spatiotemporal gait characteristics from those related to the rhythmic stepping mechanism (stride time and stride length) and the balance control mechanism (double support time and stride width). Few studies have quantified these variables during any combination of inclined walking, backpack load carriage, and/or fatigue. For inclined walking, results from two independent studies suggest that spatiotemporal gait characteristics are not altered while walking at an incline (26, 29) ; however, these studies did not incorporate the effects of backpack loading and/or fatigue into their protocols.
Extensive research has been conducted on the effect of load carriage on joint kinematics and kinetics during walking (28) ; however, few studies have investigated the effect of load carriage on spatiotemporal gait characteristics. A study by Dames and Smith (11) did not report any difference in stride time, stride length, double support time, or stride width between level ground walking with no load and 15% BW. Results published by Mullins et al. (33) showed no changes in spatiotemporal gait characteristics while participants performed a 2-h level ground walking protocol while carrying a 22-kg load distributed between a vest, combat webbing, and a firearm. Furthermore, there is evidence that female recreational hikers (40) and soldiers (17) have increased double support time in response to increased load while walking on the level ground. This increase in double support time was also observed in male soldiers carrying a very heavy load and is thought to provide greater control and stability during walking (18, 19, 21) . Although interesting, these findings are less applicable to recreational hikers or soldiers fatigued by prolonged vigorous inclined walking while carrying a common backpack load.
Polcyn et al. (36) has observed an increase in energy expenditure as a result of load carriage. Hasselquist et al. (20) reported additional increases in energy expenditure when walking with a backpack load at a 9% incline grade. These studies also show an increase in double support time as a result of loading and the incline. Despite these findings, no prolonged fatiguing protocol was performed. However, there is evidence that spatiotemporal gait characteristics are affected by muscle fatigue. Barbieri et al. (1) show that muscular fatigue increased both stride time and step width. Work from Qu and Yeo (37) incorporated fatigue into their loaded walking protocol to determine its effect on spatiotemporal gait characteristics with and without a backpack load. Their findings show that step width variability increased after fatigue and while carrying a heavy load, which are in agreement with the Barbieri et al. study. Only Qu and Yeo reported that variability was affected as a result of load and/or fatigue.
Although the spatiotemporal gait characteristics are important for quantifying gait, it is clear that too little or too much variability in these characteristics is a sign of gait instability (2, 3, 7, 42) . The combined effect of inclined walking, backpack load carriage, and fatigue on spatiotemporal gait characteristics may compromise walking stability and may increase risk of slip, trip, and fall injuries (4, 39) . In fact, 68%-82% of recreational hikers who suffer an injury do it during a single hike. Specifically, the main acute injuries are ankle sprains (11%-47% of hikers) and lacerations, abrasions, and/or fractures (5%-59% of hikers) (45) .
The human somatosensory system provides important control information about tactile sensation, balance, and proprioception to coordinate foot placement and prevent accidents (9, 22, 25) . These mechanoreceptors provide information about the rhythmic stepping and balance control mechanisms of gait to successfully prevent slipping, tripping, and/or falling while walking (12, 35) . More importantly, loss of proprioception as a result of extended vigorous activity while carrying a loaded backpack has been identified as an injury risk factor (23, 34, 46) . This loss in proprioception may negatively influence spatiotemporal gait characteristics during hiking, thus increasing an individual_s risk of sustaining an injury.
There are few options to restore sensation; however, one potential is using the principle of stochastic resonance (SR). SR refers to a phenomenon in nonlinear biological systems where sensory signal recognition is enhanced by the introduction of low levels of uncorrelated input noise. The mechanism by which SR improves sensitivity is most likely a partial depolarization of the receptor membrane, shifting the receptor closer to the action potential firing threshold (35) . Sensory enhancing insoles, using SR technology, target the cutaneous tactile and proprioceptive mechanoreceptors that are abundant on the plantar aspect of the foot (27) . When applied to these mechanoreceptors, SR is shown to improve stride time, stride length, double support time, and/or stride width in healthy elderly people, patients with stroke, and patients with diabetic neuropathy (24, 25, 30, 42) . Notably, a recent study by Lipsitz et al. (30) has shown that the improvements in spatiotemporal gait characteristics gained when SR is on translate to an improved score in a clinical test assessing fall risk in elderly participants. Although there has been some work on evaluating the effect of SR on younger walkers (14) , no study has investigated the effect of SR on the gait characteristics of healthy young recreational athletes during an extended vigorous walking protocol designed to mimic an arduous uphill hike while carrying a loaded backpack.
It should be noted that high variability in the rhythmic stepping mechanism of gait (stride time and stride length) is associated with gait instability (31, 44) , whereas variability in the balance control mechanism (double support time and stride width) of gait is not always an index of instability (3). As mentioned before, too much or too little step width variability are both a reflection of gait instability (2, 7) . Healthy young individuals with relatively low baseline variability, compared with the elderly, may demonstrate a different response when their gait is compromised and/or when SR is applied. Therefore, the purposes of this study were to determine 1) if gait characteristics are modified before, during, and after sustained vigorous walking on an inclined surface while carrying a loaded backpack and 2) if mechanical SR applied to the plantar aspect of the feet further changes these gait characteristics. We hypothesized that sustained vigorous walking on an inclined surface while carrying a loaded backpack would increase the gait characteristics related to the balance control (double support time and stride width) mechanism to compensate for the compromised gait characteristics related to the rhythmic stepping (stride time and stride length) mechanism (i.e., increases in the stride time and stride length). Furthermore, we hypothesized that mechanical SR applied to the plantar aspect of the feet would decrease the stride time and stride length gait characteristics although further increase the double support time and step width gait characteristics.
METHODS
Research participants. The Harvard Medical School Institutional Review Board approved all experimental procedures and recruitment materials used for this study. Twenty-seven recreational athletes (10 female, 17 male; 22.4 T 3.1 yr old; 156.5 T 22.0 lb; 67.7 T 3.4 inches; 90.3 T 9.3 bpm peak hour; 8/14/20 min/med/max percent peak incline; 1.1 T 0.1 mIs j1 treadmill speed) were enrolled in this study. The self-reported inclusion criteria were as follows: 1) 18-30 yr old; 2) no prior medical history of major injuries or pathologies (such as a fracture, ligament tear/ sprain, arthritis) to the ankle, knee, or hip that resulted in hospitalization or enrollment in a rehabilitation/therapy program; 3) no chronic disease; 4) no neurological, visual, vestibular, or balance disorders; 5) no systemic infection at the time of the study; 6) not pregnant; 7) no tobacco or recreational drug use; 8) fluent in English (because of language limitations of the research team); 9) exercise at least 3 hIwk j1 ; and 10) with a Tegner activity score of 3 or greater (43) . An additional criteria reported by the research team included a vibratory SR perception threshold within 10%-100% of the stimulation amplitude of the insole device. This permitted the device to be set to the stimulation range used successfully in previous studies (42) .
Participants were asked to bring their own shoes to the study visit and remove the original insoles. Upon granting his or her informed consent, each participant donned an HR monitor (BioHarness 3 Chest Strap; Zephyr Technology, Annapolis, MD), athletic shirt, shorts, and socks provided by the research team. Next, participant weight was taken to load a standard issue United States Military MOLLE II Backpack to 30% of their BW. This weight was chosen based on studies showing that the optimal backpack load for males (16) and females (40) is 30% BW while still impacting the participants_ perceived exertion (38) . The backpack was loaded such that the weight was placed in an internal pouch located at shoulder height and close to the backpack frame. The backpack was then fitted to the participant so that the load was comfortably distributed across their torso and waist using the backpack shoulder straps and waist belt. Five retroreflective surface markers were placed on each shoe and ankle in the following locations: first and fifth metatarsal heads, medial and lateral malleoli, and the heel. An additional four markers were rigidly affixed to a contoured plastic plate that was secured to the dorsal aspect of each shoe.
Insole device. Three-quarter-length vibrating insoles were fitted into each participant_s shoes before beginning the study procedures. The insole device has been previously described in detail (30) . Briefly, two piezoelectric actuators were placed 2 cm apart and embedded within the urethane foam of the insole. These actuators were double insulated to avoid electrical contact with the participant_s foot and positioned in the middle arch region of the insole to deliver SR stimulation to the plantar aspect of the foot. The electrical circuit components and control software for each insole were tethered to the participant by a 30-ft cable permitting investigator control and adjustment. These cables were routed along the legs and away from the participant to allow the study task to be conducted safely without the risk of tripping. The vibrating insole devices used in this study are still investigational. All devices were approved by the Harvard Medical School Institutional Review Board and labeled as nonsignificant risk devices.
Determining SR thresholds. The participant_s sensory perception threshold was determined for each foot after donning the loaded backpack using the threshold determination method described by Lipsitz et al. (30) . A computer tablet running custom LabVIEW software (National Instruments Corporation, Austin, TX) was used to interface with and control the amplitude of the SR being delivered to the insoles. The participant was asked to stand in a neutral position with equal weight on each foot. The computer program set the SR amplitude to maximum and then decreased the amplitude until the participant could no longer feel the stimulation. The amplitude was then increased until the participant could feel the stimulation again. The boundaries of sensation for each foot were iteratively narrowed with input from the participant by repeating this adjustment process until finding a stable threshold stimulation level. This threshold level was determined when the participant could feel the stimulation at the level just above and not feel the stimulation at the level just below but was uncertain at the threshold level. A typical participant would report feeling the SR stimulation approximately half of the time when it was turned on at the threshold level. The ON stimulation level was then set to and maintained at 10% below the sensation threshold determined for each foot. This was done to ensure subsensory stimulation for each participant when the insoles were set at the ON stimulation level. The OFF stimulation (control) level was set to zero. Therefore, the SR stimulation was not felt by the participant during testing, creating a blind condition between OFF and ON. The participants were routinely asked and instructed to inform the investigators if they could feel the SR stimulation from the insole devices during the study procedures. There were no reports by any of the participants.
Experimental environment. All study procedures were performed in the Motion Capture Lab at the Wyss Institute for Biologically Inspired Engineering at Harvard University (Fig. 1) . A 10-camera T-Series Vicon (Centennial, CO) optical motion capture system was used to track the retroreflective surface markers (9.5 mm diameter) on each participant_s shoes during a single static standing calibration trial and throughout the loaded walking protocol at a capture rate of 120 Hz. HR was monitored and recorded at approximately 1 Hz throughout the protocol using the OmniSense LIVE software (Zephyr Technology).
Loaded walking protocol. Each participant performed the loaded walking protocol on a split belt treadmill (Fully Instrumented Treadmill; Bertec Corporation, Columbus, OH). The backpack was secured to an overhead safety track to minimize the risk of falling. A comfortable walking speed was determined by setting the treadmill belt speed first at 1.1 mIs j1 and then allowing the participant to adjust the speed up or down. A speed of 1.1 mIs j1 was chosen based on a study by Caron et al. (8) , where the preferred treadmill walking speed was 1.11 T 0.12 mIs j1 while participants carried a backpack load. This speed was maintained throughout the loaded walking protocol (Fig. 2) . First, the participant performed a 5-min warm-up at a 0% grade. Next, the participant performed a series of 5-min walking periods starting at a 0% grade (BASELINE). The treadmill grade was increased by 2% after every 5-min period until the participant reached a level of volitional exhaustion (MAX) evidenced by a self-reported score of 18 on the Borg Perceived Exertion Scale (5). The participant was asked at regular intervals to indicate their perceived exertion over the course of the walking protocol. Upon reaching volitional exhaustion, the treadmill was lowered to a 0% grade and the participant continued to walk at the same speed for an additional 8 min (POST). Afterward, the loaded backpack was removed, the treadmill speed was lowered, and the participant completed a 5-min cool down.
Each 5-min walking period was separated into two stages. The first stage was a 1-min incline acclimation stage where the SR condition was set to OFF. The second stage was a 4-min trial stage where the SR condition (ON or OFF) was randomly assigned (pairwise) to each minute to obtain two pairs of trials where the SR condition was either ON for 1-min or OFF for 1-min. Optical motion capture and HR data were
The 8-min POST walking period consisted of eight 1-min trials where the SR condition (ON or OFF) was randomly assigned (pairwise) to each minute to obtain four pairs of trials where the SR condition was either ON for 1 min or OFF for 1 min. There was no acclimation stage during the POST walking period. Optical motion capture and HR data were collected in 1-min segments during the POST walking period to obtain eight trials.
Data processing and analysis. Six of the 27 participants were excluded before data processing and analysis because of an inability to reach and sustain a minimum incline grade and a vigorous intensity level, as defined by Zhu et al. (47) . Specifically, a participant was excluded if they could not reach and sustain 77% of their maximum agepredicted HR (equation 1) for 5 min or an incline level of 10% (15) .
The paired (SR ON-SR OFF) trial_s optical motion capture and HR data from the BASELINE, MAX, and POST walking periods were processed and analyzed for the remaining 21 participants. All four trials (two pairs) were used for the BASELINE walking period. All four trials (two pairs) were used for the MAX walking period if the participant was able to complete the entire MAX walking period; otherwise, only two trials (one pair) were used. Two trials (one pair) were used for 6 of the 21 analyzed participants. Four of the eight trials (two pairs) were used for the POST walking period. These four trials were determined as the first two pairs of trials where the SD of HR was at or below 1.5 bpm. This was done to eliminate trial pairs where the HR changed by 10-20 bpm between SR conditions, correlating to a difference in intensity level (15) . The first four trials were used for one participant, the middle four trials were used for 16 participants, and the final four trials were used for four participants.
The retroreflective marker data from the BASELINE, MAX, and POST trials were labeled using Vicon Nexus 1.8.5 software. Labeled trials were then processed and analyzed using Visual3D v5 software (C-Motion, Germantown, FIGURE 1-Experimental environment including optical motion capture cameras, treadmill, overhead harness, and a participant wearing a loaded backpack while walking. The retroreflective markers used for tracking the feet are located on the heels and the dorsal aspect of the feet. FIGURE 2-Experimental timeline describing the inclined walking protocol. The SR condition (SR ON or SR OFF) was randomized in a pairwise fashion during each trial set. For example, SR C1A and SR C1B make up the first pair of trials in the baseline condition. The SR condition for SR C1A was randomly turned ON or OFF and the SR condition for SR C1B was opposite SR C1A. This same procedure was used for the SR C2 pair and all of the subsequent paired trials. MD). Retroreflective marker position data were filtered using a fourth-order digital low-pass Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 12 Hz. Right and left foot models were generated for each participant from their static calibration trial. The metatarsal head and malleoli markers were only used to define the anterior and posterior ends of each foot, respectively. The four-marker cluster and calcaneus marker were used as tracking markers (Fig. 1) .
The events of heel strike and toe off for the left and right feet were identified as the local maxima of the anterior (global Y) trajectory of the foot_s proximal end position (heel) and the local minima of the posterior (global Y) trajectory of the foot_s distal end position (toe), respectively (41) . Temporal gait characteristics (stride time, stride length, double support time, and stride width) were calculated for the final 30 s of each 1-min trial to obtain approximately 50 steps per trial. Stride time was defined as the time between ipsilateral heel strikes. Stride length was defined as the distance between the proximal end positions of the foot at successive ipsilateral heel strikes. Double support time was defined as the total time one foot was in contact with the ground during the stance phase of the contralateral foot. Stride width was defined as the mediolateral distance between the proximal end position of the foot at ipsilateral heel strike to the proximal end position of the foot at the next contralateral heel strike.
The mean and coefficient of variation (CV) of the stride times, stride lengths, double support times, and stride widths were determined as outcome variables for each trial. For each participant, the average of each outcome variable was taken for each SR condition (SR ON and SR OFF) within each walking period (BASELINE, MAX, and POST). Comparisons between SR condition and walking period were made using a two-way repeated-measures ANOVA on the mean and CV of these outcome variables. These tests were performed with a significance level (alpha) of 0.05.
RESULTS
The demographics for the 21 participants who successfully completed the walking protocol are provided in Table 1 . Box plots (min/25th percentile, 50th percentile, 75th percentile/ max) of the mean and CV for the gait characteristics related to the rhythmic stepping (stride length and stride time) and balance control (step width and double support time) mechanisms are provided in Figures 3 and 4 , respectively.
There were no changes in stride time between the walking period (P = 0.983) and the SR condition (P = 0.193). Stride time variability was affected by the walking period (P G 0.001) but not by the SR condition (P = 0.726). Compared with the BASELINE period, the stride time variability was 62% greater during the MAX period and 22% greater during the POST period. Similarly, stride length was not affected by the walking period (P = 0.894) or the SR condition (P = 0.159); however, stride length variability was affected by the walking period (P G 0.001) but not by the SR condition (P = 0.820). Compared with the BASELINE period, the stride length variability was 51% greater during the MAX period and 12% greater during the POST period. There was no interaction between the walking period and SR condition for stride time (P = 0.707), stride time variability (P = 0.608), stride length (P = 0.768), and stride length variability (P = 0.256). Double support time was affected by the walking period (P G 0.001) but not SR condition (P = 0.230). Compared with the BASELINE period, double support time was 6% longer during the MAX period and 1% longer during the POST period. Additionally, double support time variability was affected by the walking period (P = 0.004) but not SR condition (P = 0.211). Compared with the BASELINE period, the double support time variability was 15% greater during the MAX period and 19% greater during the POST period. Stride width was not affected by the walking period (P = 0.457) or SR condition (P = 0.257); however, there were changes in stride width variability between the walking period (P G 0.001) and the SR condition (P = 0.007). Compared with the BASELINE period, the stride width variability was 57% greater during the MAX period and 30% greater during the POST period. Additionally, the variability was 9% greater for the SR ON condition compared with the SR OFF condition. There was no interaction between the walking period and the SR condition for double support time (P = 0.517), double support time variability (P = 0.886), stride width (P = 0.563), and stride width variability (P = 0.652).
DISCUSSION
There were two goals to this study: 1) to determine if spatiotemporal gait characteristics are modified before, during, and after sustained vigorous walking on an inclined surface while carrying a loaded backpack, and 2) if mechanical SR applied to the plantar aspect of the feet further changes these gait characteristics. The variability in stride time and stride length (rhythmic stepping mechanism) was increased by 62% and 51% while walking at maximal effort and by 22% and 12% after returning to the level ground compared with the baseline condition, respectively. No changes were observed for these outcomes when SR was applied. The double support time was 1%-6% longer and the variability in double support time and stride width (balance control mechanism) increased while walking at maximal effort (15% and 57%, respectively) and after returning to the level ground (19% and 30%, respectively) compared with the baseline condition. Stride width variability was the only spatiotemporal gait characteristic that was affected FIGURE 4-Box plots containing the results for the gait parameters related to the balance control mechanism. The double support time and double support variability are on the left, and the stride width and stride width variability are on the right. Each box represents the min, 25th percentile, 50th percentile, 75th percentile, and max of each outcome variable grouped by the walking period (BASELINE, MAX, and POST) and SR condition (ON and OFF). *denotes significant differences between the walking period. **denotes significant differences between SR condition.
by SR condition. Furthermore, the observed 9% increase in stride width variability when the SR insoles were active was independent of the walking period. This is the first study to investigate the combined effect of a backpack load carriage and incline during a fatiguing exercise on spatiotemporal gait characteristics in healthy recreational athletes. The observed increase in stride time and stride length variability suggests a disruption in the normally consistent gait-patterning process due to vigorous effort during and after a fatiguing exercise. As a result, healthy individuals need to compensate for this disruption by increasing the variability of their double support time and stride width. In fact, a post hoc analysis revealed a positive linear relationship (Fig. 5) between the degradation of the rhythmic stepping mechanism (stride time and stride length) and the improvement of the balance control mechanism (double support time and stride width). This analysis suggests that the participants who exhibited the greatest detriments to their rhythmic stepping mechanism compensated the most with their balance control mechanism.
Moreover, the additional increase in the variability of stride width provides evidence that SR applied to the plantar aspect of the feet improves the balance control mechanism of gait in active young individuals. Prior work investigating the effect of SR on gait has focused on elderly participants with slower stride times, shorter stride lengths, longer double support times, and wider step widths, compared with healthy young individuals (7, 30, 42) . Moreover, the variability (as high as 39%) in these metrics for elderly participants is two to four times larger than the values reported herein (7, 44) .
It is generally accepted that high variability in the rhythmic stepping mechanism of gait (stride time and stride length) is associated with gait instability (31, 44) . Interestingly, variability in the balance control mechanism of gait is not always an index of instability (3) . In fact, too much or too little step width variability is a reflection of gait instability (2,7). Specifically, abnormal step width variability is defined as a CV of less than 7% or greater than 30% (44) . We observed step width variability to range between 9.68% and 16.61%, which falls within the normal range.
Clinicians consider high baseline variability of both rhythmic stepping and balance control mechanisms in elderly walkers as a risk factor for falling, and therapies have been designed to reduce the variability to levels associated with more stable gait (30, 44) . For example, SR applied to the plantar aspect of the feet has been shown to reduce the variability in stride time, stride length, double support time, and stride width in elderly patients (14, 30, 42) . Moreover, this reduction in variability translates to significantly improved scoring on a clinical test for fall risk (30) . Despite these findings, there may be a baseline-dependent effect of the SR insoles on gait variability. Stephen et al. found that participants with the highest baseline variability (CV of 15%-20%) tended to see reductions with SR on; however, participants with low baseline (CV of 5%-10%) tended to see increases with SR on. Herein, our baseline variability was generally low, which may account for our observed increase with SR on.
Variability of the parameters associated with the rhythmic stepping mechanism of gait increased as a result of inclined walking with a loaded backpack during the MAX and POST periods, as compared with BASELINE. Increases in the normally consistent parameters of step length and stride time may compromise the gait-patterning processes and, at an extreme, increase risk of slipping, tripping, and/or falling during fatiguing conditions (13) . In our study, variability in double support time and stride width, which are parameters related to balance control, was almost six times higher than that related to the rhythmic stepping mechanism. Biomechanically, this variability is needed to maintain balance and introduces a certain level of flexibility in limb movements while walking. This flexibility may lead to greater stability, which is required to maintain safe gait during a variety of walking conditions where the balance control mechanisms require a certain level of adaptability (2) .
Despite the higher variability observed in the parameters related to the balance control mechanism compared with those related to the rhythmic stepping mechanism, the baseline magnitude is low (~6% for double support time and 10% for stride width) when compared with the normal spectrum of variability (e.g., 7%-30% for stride width) (44) . We hypothesize that the observed increase in variability of both double support time and stride width pushes the balance control system into a more optimal and adaptable state, compensating for the more variable stride times and stride lengths brought on by the vigorous and/or fatigued walking conditions. Similarly, the increased step width variability due to mechanical SR applied to the plantar aspect of the feet is encouraging for the efficacy of SR insoles for improving the balance control mechanisms of gait for young healthy individuals during vigorous hiking activities.
There are some limitations to this study. First, we are limited to conducting experiments in a confined laboratory environment where a treadmill is necessary for tracking gait characteristics during inclined walking. We recognize that harnessed treadmill walking is different than over ground walking and likely influences some of our outcome measures; however, the study was designed in such a way that each participant was able to act as their own control for both the walking period (BASELINE, MAX, and POST) and the SR condition (ON and OFF). Furthermore, our perceived exertion metric indicating maximal exertion is subjective. In fact, six participants reached 18 on the scale (indicating a return to 0% incline) but did not maintain a vigorous HR or only walked for fewer than 30 min. This was likely a result of discomfort with the study equipment (e.g., loaded backpack, treadmill, overhead harness) and protocol causing their perceived exertion to reach the study maximum rather than fatigue resulting from physical exertion. However, we were able to identify these participants and eliminate them from the data analysis by establishing a standard of 5 min for vigorously walking at an incline (15) . Additionally, the insole devices used in this study were tethered to a computer, which would not be feasible during an outdoor hiking task. Nevertheless, we were able to successfully route the wires to avoid any interference during the walking protocol. Additional device work is needed to untether these research devices from the computer. Another limitation to the current insole device is the limited discrete range of amplitudes available. This limited our ability to accurately set thresholds for participants with sensory perception thresholds below 10% of the maximum device amplitude. Therefore, we had to exclude one participant with sensory perception thresholds below 10% as noted in our inclusion criteria. Finally, work from Martin and Nelson (32) suggests that females exhibit a sex dimorphism in spatiotemporal gait parameters, which was most pronounced at heavy carry loads (Q45% weight). Despite this, a consistent story is found when viewing the data from all of our study participants compared with each gender group.
In conclusion, our findings show that vigorous activity increases the variability in spatiotemporal gait characteristics related to the rhythmic stepping and balance control mechanisms of walking. It is likely that the increased stride time and stride length variability may compromise the gaitpatterning process of walking because of vigorous effort during and after a fatiguing exercise. As a result, the observed increase in double support time and stride width variability are balance compensation mechanisms that allow healthy individuals to maintain their stability under adverse conditions. Additionally, the application of SR to the plantar aspect of the feet further increased, on average, stride width variability by 9%. This may correspond to improved balance control in these participants. Furthermore, the lack of interaction between the walking period and the SR condition suggests that SR is effective before, during, and after vigorous activity. With further development, recreational hikers and soldiers could use an untethered and self-contained insole device during vigorous hikes to improve walking stability. This would allow an SR insole device to be deployed in a much larger study to establish a direct link between SR and injury risk amongst recreational hikers and/or soldiers. 
